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Abstract 

As quoted in the latest UNSCEAR 2008 report “it appears that the world is entering another 

period of major technological changes, where the impact of these changes on the population 

dose worldwide in the future will be difficult to predict”. It is more than true that in this fast 

changing world and immense technological advances, especially in the medical sector, 

scientists run a marathon to be able to follow the new techniques that are continuously 

introduced for the benefit of the patient. Almost half of the radiation to the population in 

diagnostic radiology arises due to CT and interventional techniques. More and more medical 

specialties as well as other professions (nurses, technicians, managers, etc) are currently 

being introduced into the term “radiation safety culture” and “optimization”. Some of these 

stakeholders were not aware of these expressions and were never trained or educated on 

these subjects. Each of these specialties should therefore be approached in a different way, 

indicating and underlining the specific roles of the experts, in order to persuade them to 

include radiation safety in their every day clinical routine. Below, some of these issues are 

identified and possible ways to move forward in the future are suggested.  

 

Introduction 

Medical procedures using X-ray ionizing radiation constitute by far the largest contribution to 

people by man-made sources [1]. Despite the fact that the benefit for the patients will 

probably outweigh the risk associated with the radiation, there is concern that patients may 

undergo radiological examinations that will not have any positive impact on their health, or 

even that unnecessary high radiation doses could be delivered with regard to the diagnostic 

outcome. Furthermore, the last years, various medical specialties treat their patients using 

ionizing radiation with interventional techniques being the most complex imposing the 

highest radiation dose to the patient. At the same time, the level of knowledge of these 

specialties in terms of radiation protection is often questioned. Complex Computed 
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Tomography (CT) protocols such as perfusion, multiphase or cardiac CT, interventional 

procedures using CT guidance, X-ray procedures outside the radiology department and inside 

the operational theater are some of these situations [2-4]. Complex clinical cases may be 

treated in repeated X-ray procedures, therefore, increasing the risk of skin injury especially 

when performed within a short period of time between X-ray techniques. It is interesting to 

note that safety culture and radiation protection awareness seems to be quite different not only 

between developed and developing countries but also between neighboring European 

Countries, or even within the same country. The literature proposes a number of ways to 

improve the situation. Unfortunately, these are not currently applied in the every day clinical 

practice, possibly because these ways are not communicated to the various medical 

specialties. However, there is no other way to strengthen radiation protection in the medical 

field and to encourage optimization in x-ray procedures but to identify a number of practical 

simple steps which should be communicated to the different specialties within the hospital 

involving not only the medical specialists but all relevant stakeholders. These include the 

manager, administrators, the X-ray equipment manufacturer, the engineer, the related 

clinicians, nurses or technologists. These specialties should be approached in a different way 

in order to persuade them to include radiation safety in their every day clinical routine. Below, 

some of these issues are identified for the more complex X-ray techniques, such as CT, 

interventional procedures and X-ray procedures outside the X-ray department and possible 

ways to move forward in the future are proposed. 

 

Optimization in CT 

Techniques for adapting standard protocols to individual patient size should be simplified. To 

facilitate this procedure, the regulatory bodies or/and the CT manufacturers could work on a 

commonly agreed classification system for adaptive dose modulation techniques for easier 

comparison between technical settings in each CT protocol. Individual adaptation of kV 

settings and contrast material dose should be encouraged.All the CT manufacturers could 

work together in order to be able to provide a single dose indicator on the scanner console that 

could also relate the dose to a diagnostic reference level (DRL) or other reference dose 

quantity. A warning could be given if DRL is exceeded. It must be noted that today, CT DRL 

appear to be limited and actions must be taken so that they are established by more countries. 

Another issue is that the existing DRL, even across Europe, show large variations. Regarding 

Computed Tomography Dose Index (CTDI), these variations are usually attributed to 

variation in the technical protocol and differences in the CT scanner. Therefore, more 
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standardized protocols could harmonize CTDI-DRL values. Variations in Dose Length 

Product (DLP) are mainly due to variations in clinical protocol. For example in some 

countries abdomen means the whole abdomen whereas in others it means only the upper 

abdomen. Also the number of series as well as the definition of series varies. For the abdomen 

examination the number of series can be from 1 to 4 series between countries. The large 

variations found, especially for DLP, show that substantial optimization can be achieved. It is 

possible that different definitions cause this and mutually agreed terms could partly overcome 

this problem. This could be addressed to relevant professional societies such as the 

radiologists and radiation technologists for joint attempts for optimization. Paediatric CT-

DRL should also be established. Currently such values exist in a very limited number of 

countries across the world. Finally, it would be very helpful if, DRL are set up for more 

complex CT examinations such as cardiac or perfusion CT.  

 

Optimization in interventional procedures 

Quite a number of studies exist on optimization in interventional cardiology procedures. The 

same is not true for interventional radiological techniques. Furthermore, more and more 

advanced techniques are introduced in interventional cardiology resulting in a continuous 

effort for radiation dose optimization. It is, therefore, strongly recommended to record patient 

radiation dose, fluoroscopy time and total number of images at the end of each procedure. 

Kerma-Area product (KAP) could be the radiation dose quantity for this purpose. The KAP 

meter should be mandatory, included in all equipment and properly calibrated. As the recent 

literature reveals, there is a lack of DRL for paediatric interventional procedures. In the near 

future, paediatric interventional DRL should be established to facilitate optimization efforts. 

Patient follow-up should be planned in order to avoid radiation skin injuries, in collaboration 

with a dermatologist with knowledge on radiation skin effects.  

Staff radiation dose and radiation protection tools are 2 important issues that should be 

addressed specially in complex interventional procedures. Particularly, monitoring and 

evaluating staff eye dose is very important due to reduction of equivalent dose limit for the 

lens of the eye to 20 mSv in a year [5]. All personnel inside the interventional room should 

wear a wrap-around protective apron and a protective collar with lead-equivalent thickness of 

more than 0.35-mm, despite the fact that complaints concerning musculoskeletal problems are 

reported. Radiation protection glasses of more than 0.5 mm lead-equivalent thickness with 

side panels are also strongly recommended despite the complaints of staff that they are heavy 

or uncomfortable. This is particularly important in over-couch X-ray systems. The use of X-
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ray protective gloves is still controversy. However, best practice for the physician would still 

be to keep hands out of the X-ray beam. The best position for the ceiling suspended shield is 

just above the patient and the presence of additional lead drapes hanging under the suspended 

shield that touches the patient offers very high protection of the hands.  

The above could provide further steps to optimization in every day clinical practice. However, 

it is also very important that manufacturers work together with the medical physicist, the 

radiation technologist and the related physician so as to produce the most optimized protocols. 

It is therefore, essential to develop accredited radiation protection training programs by 

regulatory authorities at a national or a regional level, with the help of academic institutions, 

scientific and/or professional societies with continuous production of training material to 

support this aim. 

 

Optimization in the operational theater 

The recent literature reveals that there is very limited information on radiation doses arising 

from fluoroscopy-guided procedures in areas such as gastroenterology, orthopedics surgery, 

vascular and neurosurgery, urology and anesthesiology, outside the radiology department. 

Despite the fact that the frequency of these procedures is rapidly increasing, knowledge on 

patient and staff radiation dose is still scarce. In the near future these techniques should be 

more closely monitored and investigated. This will allow more accurate conclusions on the 

level of patient and staff radiation dose as well as more precise identification of methods for 

radiation dose optimization. Extensive studies should be performed in order to also establish 

DRL for the most frequent of these procedures. These values practically do not exist today. 

The results of these studies could then be used to plan the future strategy in terms of radiation 

protection and optimization. All these should also be communicated to all relevant 

stakeholders such as nurses, technologists, medical physicists, service engineers, regulators, 

managers and administrators through their scientific and professional bodies. As this field is 

yet to be explored, close monitoring and investigation could facilitate the all these efforts to 

set up a way to optimize these procedures.  

 

Conclusion 

It is apparent that as technology is evolving, more and more complex radiation procedures are 

going to be introduced for the benefit of the patient. It is apparent that more and more health 

professionals will be involved with ionizing radiation in the near future. It is therefore crucial 

that everybody is informed/educated/trained as far as radiation protection and dose reduction 
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measures are concerned. Optimization in diagnostic radiology appears to be a 

multidisciplinary task with a number of challenges (training costs, not clear responsibilities of 

each person involved, new techniques introduced very often by manufactures, etc). 

Optimization should be considered a continuous task by every member of the staff. This will 

probably have to include in the future more and more professionals not previously considered 

in this process. All these efforts should be coordinated by radiation protection, medical 

physics or other related experts for successful optimization actions. 
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